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The chef at our provincial headquarters is deaf, and she has a 

speech impediment.  That’s not uncommon among the deaf.  

They cannot hear how they sound and so are dependent on the 

feedback from others as to whether the sound they are making, 

which they can feel, is anything similar to the sound one might 

expect.  It must be a nerve-wracking experience! 

Before the arrival of Jesus no one thought to do something about 

the deaf.  If they were born that way, then that was just the way 

it was.   People who were inclined to place blame somewhere 

for such a condition would probably say it was because of 

something their parents did.  Sad, but beyond remedy. 

So, it says something about the impact Jesus was having when 

people took it upon themselves to bring even the deaf to him and 

ask him to heal them.  Where could such an idea possibly have 

come from? 

Well, there was that one passage in the book of the prophet 

Isaiah about the Messianic age.  We heard it in today’s first 

reading.  When the Messiah arrived, all manner of maladies 

would be relieved.  Even the plight of the earth would be 

addressed and its life-giving potentiality restored.  To bring a 

deaf person to Jesus for healing was akin to a test to see whether 

the people were dealing with the Messiah, or whether Jesus was 

someone else.  Was he going to be one who restored the nation, 

but also the whole earth to its original condition at creation?  

They meant to find out. 

Mark presents today's healing story with Isaiah in mind, then 

adds his own touches to bring it home to his audience. He 

specifies that Jesus encountered the deaf person in the district of 



the Decapolis, an area that more Greek than Hebrew in its 

culture. This emphasized the point that Jesus' fame and power 

were not limited by national or ethnic boundaries. Salvation, by 

its very nature, has to be expansive and address the need for it 

wherever it is found.  

We know very little about person he healed. Rather than give us 

a name or nationality, Mark keeps him anonymous, making him 

capable of representing everyone. As will happen more than 

once in Mark's Gospel, Jesus goes apart with the person who 

needs help. Then, Jesus puts his finger in the man's ears and, 

with the intimacy of a kiss or communion, puts his own saliva 

on the person's tongue. Such gestures portray an intimacy of 

encounter and another aspect of the nature of the salvation God 

brings. Such gestures remind us of Jeremiah who said, "The 

Lord extended a hand and touched my mouth, saying, 'See, I 

place my words in your mouth.' " 

Mark preserved this story, not simply to impress us one of Jesus' 

miracles, but to help us appreciate the miracles meaning because 

the meaning is more wondrous for us than any particular 

healing. A one-off experience might be amazing, but even more 

amazing is the thoroughly comprehensive quality of what God is 

accomplishing in the world.  Nothing is exempt from the love of 

God.  He means to bring salvation to every corner. 

That’s the basis for the Church’s recognition that salvation has 

to encompass not only the individual fates of individual 

Christians, but is meant to affect the entirety of this creation.  

Salvation will not be complete until “divine recompense” 

applies to the whole of the earth, including the poor and 

including the land and its inhabitants as well.  God’s harmony 
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will reign and we participate in God’s work of salvation when 

we put forth our effort to bring that harmony back into being. 

The people of the Decapolis turned to Jesus, believing and 

hoping that he could help the man live to his fullest capacity. 

We do the same.  We turn to Jesus believing and hoping that the 

full flowering of our common home will be restored so that all 

who live in it will be able to do so in keeping with God’s 

original design and blessing for them. 

Mark's way of framing this story reminds us that faith is a 

communal affair.  Individualistic notions of salvation really have 

no place.  Rather, salvation comes to us all together.  It is a 

restoration of God’s original justice, which includes the 

relational harmony of all involved.  We have evidence enough 

of what happens to us and our world when we lose sight of this 

essential characteristic of God’s creation.  Things fall apart and 

only get worse. 

The key then, to things getting better, is to remember the whole:  

the whole of creation and the whole plan that God has had from 

the beginning, the new heavens and the new earth that will be 

the full flowering of what was conceived in the mind of God 

before the world began. 

 

 


